
A Best Illustration of the Blending of the Entire

Body of Christ through the Present Speaking of

the Ministry of the Age—

2024 ICSC- Taipei with Church Visiting

This blending had an unprecedented impact on the

blending of the Entire Body of Christ.

I. The Uplifted Content

● The Releasing of the Word:

1. The pure word: Fighting the good fight, finishing the Course, keeping the faith,

and loving the Lord's appearing in order to receive the reward of Christ as the crown

of righteousness:

a. Based on the Bible verses, matched with the word of the ministry, from the

center to the circumference, layer upon layer, it unveiled the outlines of the subject

of this time in a strict manner, presenting the truth in a high and transparent way.

b. This blending only focus completely on the meetings of releasing five

messages without any other activities.

2. Full of burden: Through thorough preparation, in a limited amount of time, the

truth was presented with light, burden, and power, cooperating with the work of the

Spirit to work the burden of the ministry deep into the saints.

3. Effectively bringing in the experiences and applications of life: The unveiled

truth, added with suitable examples, not only provided the saints with the light of the

truth, but also effectively brought the saints into the experiences and applications of

life.

● StrengtheningWord after the message: Not only the strengthening word from the

saints in Chinese, but also in English, Spanish, German, Russian, Japanese, Korean,

Philippine, Tamil, Thai, etc..While presenting the richness of the divine and holy truth,



it also demonstrated the testimony of the Body of Christ, witnessing to the universe

that we are one Body.

●The coordination in service: Distributing the work of service by layers,

Coordinating with one another, everyone functioning, timely and punctual, orderly

and well-organized, truly amazing.

II. Unprecedented Number of Attendance

● The number of people attending this conference reached 34,000, which is

unprecedented.

● There were saints from 79 countries and regions attending the grand gathering,

which is unprecedented.

● The number of saints attending from Taiwan reached 29,000, which is

unprecedented.

● The number of overseas saints (excluding Mainland China) reached 5,000, which

is even more unprecedented.

III. The Continuation of the Testimony

● The young and middle-aged co-workers and the young working saints

participated in the service of various aspects of the conference, whether it was the

planning, arrangement, decoration of the venue, reception, traffic control before the

conference, or the timekeeping during the conference, everything was orderly.

● We can see the rejuvenation in the person of service. Many young brothers

coordinated together. Whether it was in the service of the word or in the service of

various special items, the young people were perfected to function, effectively

perfecting the next generation.

IV. The Hospitality in Love—Bringing in the Blending of

the Churches

● The churches in Taiwan warmly received the saints from various places overseas.

The reception during the conference was detailed to the extent that families were

paired with families. The saints opened their homes, warmly receiving and

meticulously and diligently serving the saints.

● The churches shared with one another the situations and grace of the church life

in various localities. Everyone had spiritual fellowship, supplying and supporting one

another through prayer, deepening the blending and building up among the churches,

bringing in the reality of the blending of the Body of Christ.

V. The Grace Received by the Churches in Taiwan

● Closely following the timely speaking of the ministry of the age.



● Diligently and persistently pursuing to enter into the messages of life-study, two

messages every week.

● Visiting people, preaching the gospel, nourishing and caring for people every

week.

● Increasing the number of groups, districts, and meeting halls, with a clear goal.

● The aggresive spreading the lampstands in the townships in Taiwan:

1. Continuously spreading to the townships in a corporate coordinated Body way.

2. Spreading to the townships for the establishing golden lampstands. Hoping

that every township will have a golden lampstand, and bringing in the increase of

groups and districts at the same time, in order to achieve continuous multiplication

and increase.

Conclusion

● 81 brothers and sisters from our inland churches in California attented this

conference, which deeply motivated us, for this we are so grateful.

● On February 25, a blending conference among the inland churches in california

has been provided, those who attended the grand gathering will share what they

received in order to bring the churches there into the stream of the blending of the

Body of Christ.


